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Abstract—Historical manuscripts reflect our past. Recently digitization of large quantities of historical handwritten documents is taking place in every corner of the world, and are being archived. From those digital repositories, automatic text indexing and retrieval system fetch only those documents to an end user that they are interested in. A regular OCR technology is not capable of rendering this service to an end user in a reliable manner. Instead, a word recognition/spotting algorithm performs the task. Word recognition based systems require enough labelled data per class to train the system. Moreover, all word classes need to be taught beforehand. Though word spotting could evade this drawback of prior training, these systems often need to have additional overheads like a language model to deal with “out of lexicon” words. Zero-shot learning could be a possible alternative to counter such situation. A Zero-shot learning algorithm is capable of handling unseen classes, provided the algorithm has been fortified with rich discriminating features and reliable “attribute description” per class during training. Since deeply learned features have enough discriminating power, a deep learning framework has been used here for feature extraction purpose. To the best of our knowledge, this is probably the first work on “out of lexicon” medieval word recognition using a Zero-Shot Learning framework. We obtained very encouraging results (accuracy ≈57% for “out of lexicon” classes) while dealing with 166 training classes and 50 unseen test classes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historical manuscripts could provide information to reveal our past and make us aware of human societies that were prevalent during the historic period. To facilitate this process, historical documents are digitized and preserved in digital archives. Retrieving an information of interest in such archives usually leads to spotting/recognition of words based on which a document image can be indexed. But processing a historical document for OCR is more challenging compared to a contemporary handwritten document due to the following factors (a) different and challenging layouts and unwanted noise in the historical document image; (b) artefacts/torn historical document formation due to ageing with blurred, broken, faded text regions; (c) handwritten annotations in the text; (d) Contemporary handwritten characters in Latin (western scripts) are visually different from their medieval counterparts. These issues intensifies the problem of getting enough training data for every word-class. In some scripts the individual characters are fused to such an extent that they appear illegible. Under such adverse circumstances, the result of a character recognition based transcription is not reliable, hence such an approach cannot be used to index document images in a digital archive. Rather, indexing a document page with respect to a particular content can be achieved much reliably by either word spotting or by word recognition. In word spotting, a query (in form of an image or as a string of text characters) is searched for image regions containing similar words in the digital repository. Word recognition could retrieve a particular document image from a corpus only if a boundary estimator has drawn a bounding box in the region, and then only the recognizer can try to recognize the word inside that bounding box. Though only word classes from a priorly decided lexicon/dictionary could be used for the purpose of searching all document images. Word spotting through LSTMs is a bit more flexible in terms of dealing with “out of lexicon” words. Character-based LSTMs, can yield “out of lexicon” recognition, exploiting letter based compositionality. However, this can only be realized with a large and fully transcribed training set, at the line level. On top of that such LSTMs often need to consult a statistical “language model” for better accuracy. Many manuscripts are freshly digitized and the goal is to obtain access to the content as quickly as possible using any of those mentioned approaches.

Although Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been successfully used for various tasks like image quality enhancement, image retrieval and writer identification, they cannot be readily deployed for “out of lexicon” medieval word recognition. However, from earlier experience their effectiveness in generating discriminating features cannot be ignored. The objective of the paper is to investigate the efficacy of a Convolutional Neural Network as a feature extractor while using Zero-Shot Learning algorithm as a classifier to deal with “out of lexicon” word classes.

II. RELATED WORK

One of the early attempt to combine deep learning and zero-shot learning technique is due to [1]. In [1], a deep learning framework was used to generate features and consequently zero-shot learning was applied to classify between different
animal, object and scenery images, three datasets namely- the Animals with Attributes dataset (AwA) [2], the aPascal/aYahoo objects dataset (aPY) [3], and the SUN scene attributes dataset (SUN)[4] were used in their experiments.

In [5] the authors investigated attribute label embedding methods for zero-shot and few-shot learning systems and [6] proposes a method that relies on human gaze as an auxiliary information generator. A benchmark and systematical evaluation of zero-shot learning w.r.t. three aspects, i.e. methods, datasets and evaluation protocol has been accomplished in [7].

In the recent past, some endeavours on word spotting are evident using CNN-based recognition framework. Sharma et al.[8] proposed a method where a pre-trained CNN is deployed to learn classes of word images. The output is then used to perform word spotting. The study claims that features extracted from an adapted-CNN can outperform hand-designed features on both spotting and recognition tasks for printed (English and Telugu) and handwritten document collections. However, their study does not consider historical document images. A very recent study by Sudholt et al.[9] proposed a novel CNN architecture for the purpose of word spotting, where both contemporary as well as historical document images were considered for experiments and encouraging results were obtained. Their proposed system can be customized as a “Query By Example”(QBE) or “Query By String”(QBS) based system. In [9] the network is trained with the help of a Pyramidal Histogram of Characters (PHOC) representation. The final layer of the network uses a sigmoid activation function that is applied to every element of the output vector. Another deep learning based approach for Arabic word recognition is due to [10]. A recent endeavour on deep learning based approach for indexing a vast medieval manuscript collection is evident in [11]. In the proposed method a deep recurrent neural network (RNN) and a statistical character language model was deployed to attain high accuracy in terms of word spotting and word indexing. From the brief discussion it is evident that though Zero-shot learning has been used extensively for animal, object and scenery image classification, it has been never used for word/text classification to the best of our knowledge. In this paper, we exploited techniques of Zero-Shot Learning for the purpose of an “out of lexicon” medieval word image classification task.

III. MOTIVATION & DATASET DETAILS

In a historical collection, it is quite obvious that occurrence frequency of different word classes will differ largely. Getting enough labelled instances from all possible word classes is itself a costly affair as it demands the intervention of a human expert. Moreover, sometimes an end user might be interested in searching for a word which is not at all present in the training set of the word recognizer. Hence it is practically impossible to train a system with all possible word classes. To counter this situation, a Zero-shot learning algorithm could be deployed which could classify “out of lexicon” words with a reasonably good accuracy. It is worth mentioning here that character-based LSTMs, can also perform “out of lexicon” recognition, at the cost of a large fully transcribed training set, at the line level and often with the aid of an appropriate “language model”. But a Zero-shot learning algorithm does not need such extra onus to perform “out of lexicon” recognition.

The “original” word samples used in the experiments were procured from a large French administrative document collection of the medieval period. Those documents were produced due to French administrative activities during early 14th century and were digitized recently by the “French National Archive”. Later, word samples were labelled in a crowd-source environment, where using a web interface a user (historian and or paleographer) could label a bounding box/word region in a document image, here an approach similar to [12] was followed. All crowd-sourced labelled word images were stored in a grey scale single channel pgm format. An off-the-shelf converter from [13] to convert those single channel images to 3 channel equivalent format with a size of 256 × 256 pixels was used. All 3 channels consist of the same grey scale values. The training set consists of 166 classes (with total 3338 images) whereas the test set consists of 50 classes (with total 756 images).

IV. METHODOLOGY

Though deep learning techniques have been extremely successful in dealing with various classification tasks like object classification, speaker identification and text recognition, it demands a huge amount of annotated training data per class in order to achieve high classification accuracy. In the context of medieval word image recognition, one must realize that this problem cannot be solved simply by adding contemporary handwritten data, as the shape of contemporary handwritten characters differs substantially from their medieval counterparts. Moreover, in general a deep learning algorithm could only classify a test sample to any of its training classes, thus failing completely when dealing with an “unseen” class sample. In a real world scenario, such pre-requisitions cannot always be met. For example, in the context of word recognition, it has been observed that some word classes are more frequent than others, and some word classes only have a handful of labelled instances, and in an extreme case the learning algorithm might need to classify a word image which does not have any labelled instances at all.

On the other hand, it cannot be ignored that deep learned features are in general very discriminative in nature. Hence, the proposed method makes an attempt to fuse the best of the two worlds. Here, the proposed method uses deep learned features along with a “Zero-shot Learning” framework to counter the problem of recognizing “out of lexicon” word class images, those word classes were never used in the training phase and were completely “unseen”.

A. Zero-shot learning system

Zero-shot Learning is a relatively new branch of Machine Learning which is useful when there is no assurance of
sufficient annotations for all possible class and objects to be classified. One must take into account that annotations/class label for some classes are easy to obtain in comparison to other classes in any image classification problem. This is due to scarcely available images for labelling which can only be made by a human expert in a particular domain. Zero-shot learning algorithms counter this situation by building a novel hybrid classifier with the amalgamation of a) existing classifiers and b) semantic, cross-concept mappings between class labels and visual appearance of an object class.

During training, the optimal values for hyper-parameters $\lambda$ and $\gamma$ and $\sigma$(only while using Gaussian Kernel) were determined using n-fold cross validation technique. Those optimal values for the hyper-parameters were consequently used during the testing phase. During the inference stage, a new set of classes (where $z'$ denotes total number of test classes) were introduced, with their attribute signature in matrix $S'$, and with their instances in matrix $X'$. Linearly, the kernel $K'$ is then computed as: $K' = X'X^\top$. Note the relation between the training instances (in matrix $X$) and the testing instances (in matrix $X'$). Similarly, the Gaussian kernel variant of kernel $K'$ can be computed using the optimal $\sigma$ value found during training. The resulting classification is calculated per instance $k$ in $K'$ by:

$$\arg\max_k kV S_i'$$

In equation 3, $i$ represents the class out of $z'$ that the instance $k$ is classified as.

B. Deep Learning as a Feature Extraction Tool

The AlexNet CNN architecture [14] is made up of two parts: (a) the first few layers of the network performs the convolution with different filters and acts as a feature generator; (b) the features generated in the first few layers are propagated through the deeper layers - which are known as fully connected layers. Here, multiple fully connected layers are stacked together to form the Multi-Layer Perceptron architecture. The AlexNet architecture was customized to adapt to the word recognition problem by setting the crop size to $256 \times 256$ and by not considering the flipping option for this modified CNN setup. Optimal network weights were obtained using a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) technique with an initial learning rate of $0.001$ along with an inverse decay function to lower the learning rate proportionally with respect to the increase in the number of iterations. The max. number of iterations while training, was set to 100,000.

For the training stage of the network, the training instances are divided into a training and a validation part, with the validation part containing 20% of the total training instances. Before training, all word images are re-sized to 256 by 256 pixels using an off the shelf converter from [13]. To see what the effects were of the number of training iterations, we ran

![Fig. 2. Linear computation of matrix $K$ from matrix $X$ [1].](image)

1https://github.com/Zero-Shot/
tests with the network trained for 10,000, 50,000 and 100,000 iterations. The feature vectors were tapped from the “FC6” layer of the AlexNet architecture for all experiments.

C. Attribute signatures for word recognition

In the context of Zero-shot learning “class/attribute signatures”, represent semantic information about classes involved in the training and testing of the system. A “class/attribute signatures” represents some unique visual/semantic characteristics of the associated class which clearly makes a distinct mark of the difference with other classes involved in the classification process. For example, to recognize/classify/differentiate between a tiger and other wild carnivorous animals, the presence of black stripes on the body of the tiger could be used as one of the most obvious “class/attribute signature”. The value for this “class/attribute signature” could be set to 1 for the “Tiger class” and 0 for other classes. Since images of Text/Words are devoid of such glaring visual clues, we need to rely on the presence of primitive shape structures in the shape of the word, to procure different “class/attribute signature” values. The primitive shape structures that we have used to define a “class/attribute signature” for a particular word are different types of handwriting strokes. They are as follows:(a) Ascending line - If there is a line that extends above the height of “x-height”, we consider it an ascending line; (b) Descending line - If there is a line that extends below the bottom of “x-height”, we consider it a descending line; (c) Small left semi-circle; (d) Small right semi-circle; (e) Large left semi-circle; (f) Large right semi-circle; (g) Full circle - If there is a full circle, then there are also two semi-circles. The semi-circle attributes carry the information about the size, so the full circle attribute does not need a small or large variant; (h) Vertical Line; (i) Diagonal line (45°), going from bottom left to top right; (j) Diagonal line (135°), going from bottom right to top left; (k) Horizontal line.

The “class/attribute signatures” of a word class are computed by considering different shape attributes of its characters. Multiple variants of “class/attribute signatures” matrix were derived using different type of combinations of those 11 primitive shape attributes. Given a word class, the scores for each of those primitive shapes were computed using a simple software module. The variants of “class/attribute signatures” matrix are as follows: (a) $S$ - this is the most basic “class/attribute signatures” matrix consisting of just the occurrence count of each primitive shapes and one additional column with information about the total number of characters present in the word(this word length information attribute is common to the other variants of the “class/attribute signatures” matrix). Finally, the scores are normalized by the total number of characters in the word; (b) $4S$ - This matrix is computed by first dividing the length of the words into 4 parts and then computing scores for 11 primitive shape attributes within each of those 4 parts. When dealing with word lengths (total number of characters in the word) that are not divisible by 4, we decide the splitting points of the word based on the lowest integer found after dividing the word length by 4. Hence in case of a word with a word-length that is not exactly divisible by 4, the last parts will be bigger than the first. At most, the difference will be of one character. In the case of a word with less than four characters, the first parts of the 4S matrix will remain “empty”, as it will be filled with zeros; (c) $S$-Alphabet - This matrix consists of the occurrence count of each primitive shapes, normalized by the total number of characters in the word, additionally it considers the occurrence count for each individual alphabet; (d) $4S$-Alphabet- This matrix is computed by considering 11 primitive shapes and the occurrence count for each individual character within each of the 4 word parts. Details on each matrix type and properties are in Table I. Word class “class/attribute signatures” computed in $S$ and $S$-Alphabet do not take into account the ordering of the appearance of primitive shape attributes in the word. To counter this drawback, in $4S$ and $4S$-Alphabet the word is first divided into four parts, and then within each part, the presence of each shape attribute is computed. The final score for each signature attribute is normalized by the total number of characters in each part. These word class attribute signatures do take into account character order in a general way, but at the cost of a longer vector dimensions.

V. Experimental Results

Experiments were conducted under several different experimental setup, which involves (a) different versions of the signature attribute matrix $S$; (b) different number of test classes; (c) the use of a Gaussian kernel or a linear kernel for kernel $K$. In order to analyze the effect of the training iterations on system performance, experiments were conducted on features tapped from the FC6 layer of the AlexNet architecture after 10,000, 50,000 and 100,000 training iterations of the AlexNet.

As it can be observed from figure 6 the accuracy of the system depends mostly on the choice of the type of signature-attributes in matrix $S$. The $4S$-Alphabet type of signature
Fig. 3. Example of matrix S in four parts. The red lines show the division of the words in the four parts.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of signature/attribute matrix (attribute dimension)</th>
<th>Properties of the matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S (12)</td>
<td>One column denoting the number of characters present in the word and scores for 11 primitive shape attributes in a word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Alphabet (38)</td>
<td>Same as above, additionally taking into account the presence of each alphabet and dividing the occurrence count of each alphabet by the total number of characters in the word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4S (45)</td>
<td>The word image is divided into 4 parts and within each part scores for 11 primitive shape attributes in a word was computed. Hence $11 \times 4$ makes 44 attributes plus another column denoting the number of characters present in the word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4S-Alphabet (149)</td>
<td>The word image is divided into 4 parts and within each part scores for 11 primitive shape attributes in a word along with the count of 26 alphabets were computed. Hence $37 \times 4$ makes 148, plus one column denoting the number of characters present in the word.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

matrix shows the highest accuracy. Interestingly, the number of training iterations of the AlexNet does not seem to have a large impact on the accuracy of the system. This could be due to the fact that the number of instances is quite low and hence the network does not improve much as with higher iterations it is basically seeing the same image multiple times.

Also it is worth mentioning that the accuracies obtained by the use of the Gaussian kernel (as seen in figure 6) are a bit higher compared to the accuracies obtained by the use of the linear kernel. The highest accuracy obtained with a Gaussian Kernel is 56.87%, whereas with a linear Kernel it is $\approx 51\%$.

A. Effect of Data Augmentation

Since the training dataset used in this experiment was rather small, it is worth to investigate the system performance where the system has been trained with more data. To meet this demand, an off-line data augmentation technique based on “elastic morphing” were used alike the method in [15]. Using that technique we obtained 34,739 training instances in total (which includes both augmented and real image samples), however, no test instance was processed with the off-line data augmentation technique. The reason for not augmenting test data is that the results on synthetic data might not be that reliable to gauge the real system performance. Hence, for this experiment the number of test instances was the same as before, that is 756 (from 50 classes). Under this experimental setup with a linear kernel the accuracy obtained was 52.60% and while using a Gaussian Kernel it became 55.95% (using features from the network after 300k iterations), which is bit lower than the accuracy obtained while using only “original images”.

VI. DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS

A. Comparison with previous research

Since this is the very first work on word recognition using a Zero-Shot Learning framework, we cannot compare our work with any published research directly. However, it can be noted from Table II that the proposed system gets comparable results to the results found in [1]. Here in Table II, (Tr) denotes training and (Te) denotes testing. The experiments performed by [1] used regular image data sets, with images of animals, objects and scenery. With a test dataset which contains four to five times as many unseen classes (50), the proposed system achieves an accuracy of 56.87%, when the AlexNet was trained for 100,000 iterations, and the type 4S-Alphabet for matrix S was chosen. With a test set which contains 10 unseen classes, our system achieves an accuracy
of 77.51%, which is (significantly) higher than the method in [1]. In Table II, the first three columns from the left denotes accuracies obtained by [1] on their dataset, and the last two columns from the right state accuracies obtained from the proposed method in the context of medieval word recognition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AwA</th>
<th>dPY</th>
<th>SUN</th>
<th>Medi-50</th>
<th>Medi-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tr. Classes</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>707</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te. Classes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>63.60%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>85.75%</td>
<td>50.87%</td>
<td>27.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

This work proposes a method to recognize “unseen word class” instances improvising a Zero-Shot Learning algorithm. Deep learned features tapped from the FC6 layer of AlexNet was used as features along with different primitive shape structures (like vertical line, horizontal line, half right circle, half left circle etc) to be used as elements of the attribute matrix of the Zero-Shot Learning algorithm. Encouraging results of ≈ 57% were obtained while dealing with 50 unseen classes from medieval word images. Future research might involve features from more advance CNN architectures like ResNet and GoogleNet and to further customize the Zero-shot learning algorithm to consider One-shot learning problems as well.
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